Apple

Quest

Hendersonville, NC

Come test your inner sleuth and help Little Bear
and his bear family find their apples!

About the

For more information
please contact:

Girl Scouts
Carolinas Peaks to Piedmont
31 College Place
Asheville, NC 28801
800.672.2148
info@girlscoutsp2p.org

Apple Quest:
Apple Quest is a permanent scavenger hunt
created by Girl Scout Troop 1886, Henderson
County, NC. It was a joint Silver Award project
chosen by the girls and inspired by Greenville,
SC’s ‘Mice on Main’
Apple Quest is a FREE activity for families and
a great way to explore the wonders of downtown
Hendersonville. It can be enjoyed year-round in
the City of Four Seasons by anyone up for a bit
of a walk, a little sleuthing and a lot of fun!

Apple Quest

CLUES
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Your kids can play here all day and never tire
while mom and dad sit close by, have some
coffee, unwind and smile, all while they can
look up at the mosaic tile.
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Look for the building with a green roof where
many visitors you may meet. Then, to start your
quest, first take a rest, and an apple you may
see.
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To find this apple, look for the red awning from
where you can step back into time and enjoy a
great shake.
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The next apple is sitting by a store where they
sell sports equipment, souvenir clothing and
maybe even things to go off to war.
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A bank was once the home to this next apple.
And, around 1926, they made it so you could
see from above ground or below. Look for the
glass tiles that made this possible.
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Look for a building where flags proudly fly, and
monuments remember those who fought and
died. Although no legal cases are now settled
here, there’s lots of history, that’s pretty clear.
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This next apple is very special to us. It may look
dim in daylight, but to us it’s truly a shining
gem.
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This apple is located at the town’s first hotel.
But today you can top your find off with a
frozen delight that will make you leap.
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To find the next apple, we encourage you to
find a good beat, then to skip and to sing across
the street. Look for the business where the
ghosts of Leo Fender, Orville Gibson may roam.

Congratulations on
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This next location is sure to make you smile,
it leads to a creamy treat and we are not
“fudging” around.
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In “General,” this store has been pleasing
customers since 1883.
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This last apple may get wet but not just from
rain. To find it takes work and you may have to
look at all directions.

your Apple Quest!

